Narrative and Meaning of Life: How Mental Health Nurses can Respond
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Summary

What is already known about the subject?
A. There are quite a number of studies on narrative and recovery, but few which combine them with emotional intelligence and skills nurses must have to respond to service users' narrative
B. How a credible internal and external representation of reality is a necessary condition for humans to adapt to the contingencies of life is known from evolutionary biology, but has not yet been related to nurses' responses to service users' narrative

What does this paper add to existing knowledge?
A. An integration of concepts and theory from different domains of knowledge and relating them to the praxis of recovery and recovery oriented nursing
B. The central role of meaning giving processes as part of the internal representation and self-image of service users
C. Insight in how concrete and palpable/visual representations facilitate giving and receiving feedback from (relevant) others and can be considered instrumental in creating a working alliance between the care professional and the client

What are the implications for practice?
Awareness is necessary that reflection on the meaning of one's life, the choices one has to make must be represented in order that others (e.g. nurses) can share these representations or narratives with someone and respond to them. When these representations take on a more palpable and visually form this can be considered helpful.

Abstract

The article is about how people use narratives to make meaning from their experiences when tackling the impact on their lives and the consequences of mental health problems. It also goes into recovery and how recovery involves the development of new meaning and purpose in one’s life. The article describes how ‘man’ is involved in a constant interaction with his environment, adapting himself as well as possible to that environment in order to upkeep his own biological system. Using his cognitive capacities a person can make an internal representation of reality that also encompasses how one relates to reality. It is argued that there is a need for a story about oneself and one’s relationship with the world that represents one's intentions, goals and values in a credible way. The article describes how nurses can respond to service users' narrative. We will argue that visualization of someone’s narrative contributes to a shared narrative and will stimulate further reflection on the things that are important in life.

Relevance for Clinical Practice

The notions of hope, enaction, adaptation, internal and external representation may assist professionals in supporting and facilitating recovery in mental health care. Beside narrative means that may be applied in clinical practice two unconventional tools have been described to facilitate reflection on the meaning of one’s life. These are: using photography and the Yucel method.

Introduction

In eMenthe, an European funded international educational project between universities of applied sciences to improve mental health nursing, one of the conclusions was that there is a need for a conceptual framework that encompasses key concepts related to emotional intelligence to support mental health nurses in recovery oriented care. In order to be recovery oriented mental health nurses (and their educators) should focus on identity, hope, meaning-giving and empowerment [1]. Mental health nurses must develop emotional intelligence in order to support patients in recovery and become more hopeful. Narratives play a central role because it is through narrative that service users frame a more hopeful future, not determined by disease symptoms.
Recovery can be defined as "a deeply personal, unique process of changing one's attitudes, values, feelings, goals, skills and/or roles. It is a way of living a satisfying, hopeful, and contributing life even with limitations caused by the illness. Recovery involves the development of new meaning and purpose in one's life as one grows beyond the catastrophic effects of mental illness" [2]. This definition focuses on how the person gives meaning to experiences in daily life and the values, goals, skills and roles that go with them.

The focus is on self-reliance and in its wake self-management, directing one's own recovery and being active participants in the process of shared decision making. When it comes to self-reliance and self-management, it is important to distinguish different domains of recovery: functional recovery, which stands for mastering again psychological, social and physical functions; clinical recovery, that is ultimately the remission of disease symptoms; social recovery, representing the taking up of old and new roles again and personal recovery concerning the identity and self-image [3].

When we turn to clinical and functional recovery then the clinical relevance of 'meaning in life' is evident. A growing number of studies demonstrated lower levels of psychopathology and better response to therapy [4], as well as lower levels of fear, anxiety and depression [5,6], less suicidal ideation [7], and a positive impact on posttraumatic stress and less experiential avoidance when a person is able to give meaning to life [8]. By drawing on their sense of life's meaning, Triplett et al [9] suggest, people cope better with traumatic life events. The relevance of the process of meaning-making for social recovery has been demonstrated in many studies, for instance on psychiatric stigma [10,11]. These findings illustrate the broader relevance of the process of meaning-giving in recovery, but in this article we will focus on personal recovery, as this domain is considered by authors and service users alike as most important and also the culmination of recovery in the other domains [12]. We will reflect on how people use narratives to make meaning from their experiences when tackling the impact on their lives and the consequences of mental health problems [13-17].

**Design and Method**

The argument in this theoretical paper is developed from the focus on identity, hope, meaning-giving and empowerment that Stickley et al. [1] recognized as important for advanced mental health nursing practice. We will argue that the process of meaning giving has a biological evolutionary basis and is linked up with cognitive actions to narrativize sensations and impressions of the inner and outer world. The notions that we will develop may assist professionals in supporting and facilitating recovery in mental health care.

**Narrative**

Narrative holds a central place in (facilitating) recovery [18,19]. Although there is more than one theory about how people construct narrative [20-22], we will focus here on the classic approach of Burke [23], because goal formulation (an important aspect of hope) plays a central role in it. Burke uses the word 'story', where it may be considered interchangeable with 'narrative'. According to Burke the story structure consists of five elements (the pentad) (Figure 1). In a story we always have an agent (actorship), an action, a goal, a setting, and an instrument. In a story something happens and is made to happen by the main character(s). That's what we call the action. The main character (agent) acts in order to realize his goal or at least there is some intention in his acts. There must be a drive behind the story. Usually there is some kind of trouble that triggers the story to take its course [51]. This can be anything from troubling difficulties, death, struggle, whims of fate, shame and guilt. In the case of people experiencing mental health distress, an important drive can be inferred from the struggle to survive 'mental illness' and treatment, including hospitalization. This struggle involves suffering, be it a suffering from decreased self-esteem, or be it from the stigmatizing influence from others. Overcoming the pain from stigma and decreased self-esteem by developing a narrative that restores credibility to the intentions and goals of the actor will contribute to hope (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Burke's Pentad.](image)

Hope is operationalized as consisting of three dimensions: goal formulation, path-finding and agency [24]. People have higher hope levels as they can have personal goals they want to realize in life. There must be something to strive for that makes life worth living. Having a goal is however not enough in itself. It must be a realistic goal that can be attained, otherwise it gives false hope that in the end will disillusion a person. Besides, the person must have some idea of how their goal can be realized. This is path-finding and consists of having knowledge of the different options that lead to a goal and then being able to pick the option that is best fitted to the job. What option is best fitted to the job depends on an understanding of one's motivation, personal qualities and skills. One can have an attainable goal in life, know how to get there, but go amiss when it comes to a realistic evaluation of one's skills that are necessary to walk the path that leads to realization of one's goal. In other words, one needs a credible coherent story in which the elements of Burke's pentad are tuned to each other in order to be able to act accordingly and 'live the story'. How does this relate to the exigencies of daily life and how a person is connected with others and the world around him?
Awareness, Identity and Adaptation

Evolutionary biologists claim that ‘man’ is a complex adaptive system involved in a constant interaction with his environment and with the aim of adapting himself as well as possible to that environment in order to upkeep his own biological system (Chisholm [25], cited by Mouwen [26]). Using his cognitive capacities a person can make an internal representation of reality. This is done by picturing what things are like and transforming these impressions in some narrated form that makes sense. This internal representation, that also comprises the self-image, functions as an interface between oneself and the world. The internal representation must be kept up-to-date to enable the person to act adequately, predict what is coming upon his/her path and attune his/her response to it (Holland [27], cited by Mouwen [26]). It is a continuous process of attuning and testing. How a person sees one’s self as a unique individual is also subject to this testing and attuning and is experienced as the question we ask ourselves about the meaning of our lives. The attuning and testing of the internal representation is usually embedded in daily activities. Curiosity, exploration, play and imagination function as urges for a person to look actively for optimal conditions for maintaining one’s self as an organism on a highly complex level. Emotions play an important role in guiding this process of adaptation. Emotions cause a feeling of urgency that helps someone to focus his attention on important choices, as has also been confirmed in neurobiological research [28]. This process is part of the engagement with others and the involvement in the world (someone’s environment). It is very much interactional and experiential. In other words: it is linked up with doing and acting and what you feel and experience as a consequence (“enactment’). The self-image it contributes to, does not reside somewhere ‘between the ears’ but at the extremities of the nerves where these have an open contact with the world outside oneself. In recent studies into consciousness and emotions ‘enaction’ has been recognized as an important concept: “Consciousness in any modality depends on an enactive emotional component motivating attention; event-related potentials further suggest that this motivationally valenced ‘looking-for’ dimension is the conscious dimension of seeing or thinking [29]”.

The above process is not a random one. We may speak of a ‘psychological niche’ in which someone has organized his orientations (cognitions) towards the world. These orientations constitute a set that can be used to select information from the environment as taking in total reality would cause an overload of our nervous system. We can see these blocks of information as environmental variables for someone to respond to and play upon with action. The neuro-cognitivists label these variables as ‘affordances’: available potentials. Humans are complex, self-regulative organisms that monitor whether internal or external conditions (read ‘affordances’) can be manipulated in order to realize a certain pattern of action. Action patterns must preferably bring the level of functioning to a higher level of energy exchange [29]. Emotions have a role in prioritizing which action pattern must be activated. The stories that accompany these action patterns are the internal and, when told to others, the external representation that go with them.

Nurses Facilitating the Development of Recovery Narrative

We combine now how people experience their lives with the dynamics of adaptation and attunement that are at work in the constant updating of the internal representation. Achieving a higher level of energy exchange in a biological evolutionary sense has a pendant in the need for a story about oneself and one’s relationship with the world that represents one’s intentions, goals and values in a credible way. The constructing and developing of a meaningful story may be crucial to the transformation of someone’s illness identity and the incorporation of themes of empowerment and agency [30]. This ‘narrative enhancement’ finds its roots in the narrative tradition of psychotherapy [31], and trauma therapy [48].

Professionals can help service users to cope with their emotions and understand them as elements of a personal story. They need empathic resonance to do so, but they can also support the process of making sense of their experiences and recovery by facilitating story-making, for instance with the Wellness Recovery Action Plan [32] and other peer-led groups (for more information consult: www.ementhe.eu). This was also confirmed in the findings of the REFOCUS programme that aimed to develop a recovery orientation in adult mental health services [33]. The components of the REFOCUS intervention that resulted from an extensive literature study comprised the following: understanding values and treatment preferences; assessing strengths; and supporting goal-striving. Using a tool box of consultation techniques, assessing strengths for instance is what the Strengths-approach by Rapp & Goscha [34] aims at. However, the technical-rational character of making inventories of strengths in order to assist service users in planning recovery targets does not appeal to everyone. It may remind service users too much of treatment talk and therapy. It also runs the risk of ending up in too much rational talking and planning what to do (goal orientation) and in this way ignoring a deeper felt core of spiritual meaning.

Humans however have a capacity of experiencing a connection with other people, nature, the cosmos or God in a more spiritual sense, transcending the more functional, psychological and social explanations as mentioned above. Spirituality concerns a person’s deep feelings and beliefs, including a person’s sense of peace, purpose, connection to others and beliefs about the meaning of life [50]. It is a broad, overarching domain that may include religiosity, but religiosity is not a necessary element of spirituality [35]. Spirituality can be distinguished from spiritual well-being that stems from a broader sense of peace and contentment with living in agreement of fundamental values. These values need not always be explicitly reflected on (but they do in the case of the more overt spirituality). Nurses can become more aware of the spiritual needs of the service user by developing and using basic strategies such as listening, and being attentive to cues and body language [35, 36]. Spirituality is fundamental to managing one’s illness [37]. It may act as social support, as a buffer against stress and facilitate coping.
Spirituality enables the individual to rise above adversity, cope with it and make sense of the current situation. Spirituality invigorates the unique psychosocial strengths of the individual so that he or she can organize and value life [35].

How can professionals combine the skills that match emotional intelligence with the pragmatics of story-telling and the more spiritual reflection on the meaning of one’s life, that is how to live a life that is redeemed as satisfactory and hopeful? [41].

I think this can be done by narrative means along with organizing experiences that preferably are shared by the professional with the patient. Let’s first focus on narrative means.

A. Make the client’s narrative the starting point and find a common ground you (professional and client) can both relate to. Then try to develop this in a shared story line [38].

B. Challenge the client to alterate a perspective or the role he or she takes in his own story and then see how this influences the story plot.

C. Make use of metaphors to suggest visual imagery for what otherwise would need a thousand words to explain or describe [39].

D. Simply inquire after what the problem is and in this way trigger reflection on the 5 components of the narrative pentad. The Dutch professor Van OS [40] called this diagnostics of the questioning mode, which is versed in common everyday language.

1) What happened with you?
2) What is your vulnerability and what is your strength?
3) What would you like to achieve?
4) What do you need for this?

The ‘organizing of experiences that preferably are shared’ refers to the aspect of reciprocity: the professional relates to his client’s story in a personal way with examples of how it is to be vulnerable but also examples of one’s strength from one’s own private life. It also concerns our understanding that for the sake of authenticity and commitment the contact depends on new experiences that both professional and client can share as if they were companions on a discovery journey.

Secondly the professional can use unconventional tools to facilitate reflection on the meaning of one’s life. We will describe two examples: using photography and the Yucel method.

**Using Photography**

Start with creating an experience that proceeds from the search for sources of strengths and consider it as a journey. After all, recovery is a search and a journey of discovery [41]. What a client will discover cannot be predicted on beforehand, let alone that it can be formulated as a goal. What it takes is to engage on the journey and learn from new experiences. Take photographs on the route. Examples of an ‘experience’ may be: visit the client’s hometown; go to a football-match, picking up a dog at the dog shelter (Figure 2). The client takes direction here and the caregiver follows. His role is to create conditions. One of the conditions is to make the experience safe and not too difficult to handle. The experience must somehow be framed, delimited and concrete and palpable. Making photographs does exactly that: the image being a sample from the larger world (cropping space into the photographic cadre) and fixing a moment in the flow of time. The photographs invite reflection and together they make a story that shows where someone comes from, what journey was undertaken (activities) and where the journey led the client. This is a report with images that may function as a balen for the client and that reminds him of his journey and will stimulate further reflection on the things that are important in life [14] (Figure 2).

**Figure 2**: An example of a photographic report from ‘Look at Me!’. Marian and her dog: The dog helps me tremendously. I picked him out from all the others in the dog shelter. He was a great companion who contributed to my recovery: my living on my own. He helped me through difficult moments [47].

Visualization of otherwise difficult abstract or diffuse feelings and thoughts encadres and concretize the flowing enigma of life, which we usually only know by prediscursive intuition [42, 43]. We sometimes know certain things which we are not yet able to put into language, because they need to be expressed first before reflection ensues. Considered from the angle of hermeneutic phenomenology [43] it is the first step of symbolization that triggers verbalization. Not only photographs can bring out into expression these impressions that come before they are objectified through language and which we know intuitively. Also arts-based therapies are based on this principle [44, 45]. And let us not forget the potential of playing. As we saw before curiosity, exploration, play and imagination have a function in affirming and attuning a person’s internal representation. Maybe this explains the success of another method in Dutch mental health care: the Yucel method [49].

The Yucel method ‘working on recovery’ is a playful and...
innovative response to the demand for more self-management in health care. In future a greater appeal will be made on the patient’s own strength. In the current care system most of the time professionals use linguistic and abstract terms in their contacts with clients. As a client you are expected to adapt to the language and conceptual framework of your social worker or your community nurse. The Yucel method works differently. With colored blocks, the client builds a representation of his life’s situation (Figure 3). The client describes his problems (burdening factors) and the support that he gets from himself and others (supporting factors) in his own words and then put the blocks representing these factors as tangible entities on the table. It makes it much easier to see one’s problems and needs for support and the relation between them. The therapist helps the client to finish building this representation. He or she will stimulate the thought process by asking questions and encouraging the client. The client takes a picture of each representation afterwards. In time, the client will be able to look back on the changes that have taken place (Figure 3).

The Yucel method speaks a visual language. It’s a language that focuses on simplicity and overview. For every burden, the client chooses a rectangular block. On this block her or she writes the name of the problem. For example, the client writes down: ‘fear’ or ‘alcohol’ or ‘arguments’. He/she also writes down the name of every supporting factor, i.e. ‘partner’, ‘colleague’ or ‘brother’. Naturally, each of these words stand for a wide range of emotions and affairs. But in the representation that the client will be building he only uses the summaries, the keywords of his/her burdening- and supporting factors. In this way the Yucel method helps a person to make an internal representation of reality. By recognizing the elements of the representation as building blocks for one’s course in life and then literally building it with the wooden blocks as a construction (which is a metaphor for a life story) the client pictures what things are like and that is of immense importance to help someone to transform these impressions in a narrated form. Thus the client gets an overview of his problems and his sources of support in a visual manner.

**Discussion**

The visual aspect in both cases (photography and the Yucel method) makes it more easy to share the narrative as a common ground. Reflection on life’s choices from deeper layers within the self-image and the perspective of how a person looks upon the world link up in a concrete and palpable/visual representation that facilitates giving and receiving feedback from (relevant) others [46]. This can be considered instrumental in creating a working alliance between the care professional and the client.

**Conclusion**

‘Acknowledging’ (the service user as a person with his own story), ‘stimulating the service user’ (to tell his story) and empathic listening are important emotional interpersonal skills that are needed in recovery oriented mental health care. Beside these skills that are part of an emotional intelligence mental health nurses also need narrative competences to assist clients in finding their own story. These competences encompass the linguistic and hermeneutic forms, derived from narratology (for instance the use of metaphors) and the more contemplative reflective formats as for instance using photo-stories and the yucel method.
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